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THE BARTLETT is 
the UK’s largest 
multidisciplinary 
faculty of the 

built environment, 
part of one of 
the world’s top 

universities, UCL



UCL’S FACULTY OF  
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

WE’RE HERE TO 
BUILD A BETTER 

FUTURE
The possibilities are endless, but none of this is achievable 
without our shared wisdom. Join us and be part of the 
change we want to see.
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Our work is all about human spaces. That means physical 
structures like homes, buildings and cities, but also the 
invisible structures that govern these things: political and 
legal systems; financial frameworks and social norms; even 
our understanding of the past, present and future. 

Combining design, history, theory, digital representations 
and models across all of these areas, we understand the 
structures shaping society today – and we work to make 
them fairer and more prosperous. That means we can:

WE ARE THE 
BARTLETT 
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OUR VISION is  
of a world where 
everything that’s 
built aims to  
add to the 

well-being of 
people and the 
environment.
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Based in central London, we are situated close to world-
leading architectural, engineering and creative practices, 
many of whom are our partners.

The Bartlett is host to students from over 40 nations, many 
of them among the most sought-after in the world for their 
drive, creativity and skills.

Wilkins Terrace, Bloomsbury
Photography: Tim Crocker
 

22 Gordon Street, Bloomsbury
Photography: Tim Crocker

The Bartlett is ranked number 1 
in the UK for Architecture/Built 
Environment subjects
(QS World University Rankings by Subject 2020)

London has been ranked as the  
top student city in the world  
for the second year running
(QS Best Student Cities 2018, 2019)

UCL is ranked 3rd in the UK,  
and 4th in Europe for  
graduate embloyability
(QS Graduate Employability Rankings 2020)

Our research staff achieved  
the greatest proportion of 4*
ratings overall of any faculty  
in the built environment field
(REF 2014)

1

3
4*
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‘ The Bartlett offered a unique study experience, 
with students, professors and tutors from all 
over the world, sharing their knowledge and 
learning together. The learning environment 
was always positively challenging, helping us 
students to develop confidence and a critical 
conscience over our work during the semesters.’

GIULIA MORI
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING  (EDE) MSC, (2016)

22 Gordon Street, Bloomsbury.
Photography: Tim Crocker
 



As one of the oldest but most radical 
faculties of its kind, The Bartlett has 
built a reputation for education and 
research that draws students and 
academics from across  the world.

Individually, our departments lead their fields. In 
partnership, they develop new responses to pressing 
world issues. Together, they represent a world-
leading, multidisciplinary faculty, united by the 
disruptive spirit of UCL. 

The Bartlett offers an exceptional range of study 
and research resources, technical facilities, and 
opportunities for collaboration. We hold an extensive 
range of events throughout the year, including lecture 
and seminar series, workshops, panel discussions, 
book launches, crits, displays of work and debates 
in subjects across the whole faculty. It’s a wonderful 
opportunity to expand your thinking, take advantage 
of the multi-disciplinary nature of The Bartlett, and 
engage with experts in your field. 

LIFE  
AT THE  
BARTLETT
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22 Gordon Street, Bloomsbury.
Photography: Tim Crocker

Student building exhibit for the School  
of Architecture Summer Show
Photography: Richard Stonehouse

Photography: Edward Barrett

 

Photography: Ricardo Gomez Angel 

The Bartlett School of Planning Expo
Photography: Richard Timmerman

“ The Bartlett has a very special atmosphere and it 
made a life-long impression on me. The building is 
buzzing with people keen to investigate and innovate 
on many different layers of the built environment. 
From being able to attend open crits, participating 
in lectures by world-renowned architects, using the 
‘B-made’ workshop where anything can be built 
or attending temporary student exhibitions; are all 
unique traits of being part of the Bartlett.”

   Barbara Huszar, Architecture and Historic  
Urban Environments MA (2020)

“ Studying at The Bartlett has been highly rewarding 
with huge opportunities for research and discovering 
an interdisciplinary way of study across sustainability, 
energy and resources. The school has enabled me 
a quality education with an emphasis on substance, 
recognition and co-operation with leading industry 
experts. The exposure to resources and the breadth 
of knowledge at the Bartlett has equipped me with 
vital skills within different industries that will be 
invaluable throughout my career.”

   Anisa Chowdhury: Economics and Policy of 
Energy and the Environment MSc (2020)



Our
facilities 
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Comprehensive collection  
on the built environment
The Bartlett’s library at Central House is one of the 
most comprehensive collections on the subjects of 
architecture, planning, building and construction 
management. You will also have access to UCL’s Main 
Library, and some impressive spaces across campus 
devoted to studying and collaborating - including 
1,000 study spaces in the Student Centre.

UCL Library Services hold a vast collection of books
and journals. As well as the collections that we
hold on campus, UCL Library Services provides an
extensive and expanding catalogue of digital books,
journals and databases that can be accessed
anywhere in the world.

B-MADE: Rethinking tools,  
processes and materials
The Bartlett School of Architecture’s B-made 
workshop at 22 Gordon Street and Here East hosts 
a range of powerful resources, combined with 
large, open spaces that can be used for full-scale 
prototyping and assembling. Faculty members, 
research staff and students are invited to use 
these, from concept and design stages through to 
completion. Professional support is provided by our 
team of expert staff through structured inductions, 
tutorials and open classes.

Above: Robert Hall at Here East, Photography: 
Pixelflakes. Right: B-Made Workshop, Bloomsbury,  
Photography: Tim Crocker
 

Central House Library, Bloomsbury
Photography: Tim Crocker
 

Workshop at Here East
Photography: Tim Crocker
 

The Bartlett Real Estate Institute, Here East, Photography: Jack Hobhouse



THE BARTLETT is 
part of London’s  

world-class 
Cluster of 

cutting-edge 
expertise in  
the built 

environment
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Bloomsbury:  
central London 
location

Our main campus is located in Bloomsbury, close 
to the British Museum and British Library, with 
excellent transport links to the rest of London and 
the UK. As a member of Bloomsbury’s Knowledge 
Quarter, UCL provides you with access to context 
and support for your studies with an unrivalled range 
of libraries, archives, galleries, research institutions 
and professional bodies. 

Nearby are major firms such as Arup, Foster + 
Partners, Wilkinson Eyre, Buro Happold, Land 
Securities, Mace and Zaha Hadid Architects, to 
name but a few, plus dozens of smaller, studio-
sized consultancies. Within the extraordinary 
cultural compass of the city, you’ll find galleries 
and collections that relate directly to the built 
environment, such as those at the Building 
Centre, the V&A and the Royal Institute of British 
Architects. The British Architectural Library at the 
RIBA is considered one of the best in the world. 
London’s wealth of resources, partners and history 
on your doorstep allow you to learn about the built 
environment in a unique way.

London is a constantly evolving showcase and 
laboratory for ideas in architecture, infrastructure, 
planning, development, place-making, urbanism 
and much more. It has been ranked as the top 
student city in the world for two years in a row (QS 
Best Student Cities 2018, 2019) based on factors 
such as the local jobs market, student mix and 
inclusion, and quality of life.

22 Gordon Street, Bloomsbury
Photography: Tim Crocker
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HERE EAST:  
Cutting-edge  
collaboration

Based at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in 
Stratford, UCL’s space at Here East is a collaboration 
between The Bartlett and UCL’s Faculty of 
Engineering Sciences. It provides our students and 
staff with unique opportunities to undertake ground-
breaking research in areas such as architecture, 
infrastructure, transport robotics, healthcare, 
manufacturing and environmental measurement.

Facilities include:
– Imaging, robotic and computer interfaces
–  High-performance environmental  

chambers, including a human chamber  
and a thermal chamber

–  Light and lighting facilities, including a dark  
room and a variable luminance artificial sky

– Teaching labs and field equipment
– B-made workshop

Programmes based at Here East:
Bio-Integrated Design MArch/MSc 
Design for Manufacture MArch 
Design for Performance & Interaction MArch 
Digital Engineering Management MSc 
Healthcare Facilities MSc 
Learning Environments MSc 
Situated Practice MA 

Programmes with some teaching  
at Here East:
Data Science for Cultural Heritage MSc 
Engineering & Architectural Design MEng 
Environmental Design and Engineering MSc
Heritage Evidence, Foresight & Policy MSc 
Light and Lighting MSc
Smart Energy and the Built Environment MSc
Sustainable Heritage MSc 



Student support and wellbeing
Your wellbeing is just as important as your academic 
success. UCL Student Support and Wellbeing 
(SSW) provides advice, information and dedicated 
support services to help you maximise your time 
at UCL, whilst leading a balanced and healthy life. 
SSW offer a huge range of information and advice 
to help you thrive at university including information 
for disabled students, those with mental health 
difficulties, care leavers, mature students and 
LGBT+ students.

ucl.ac.uk/students

LIFE  
AT  
UCL

Students’ Union UCL
The Students’ Union UCL offers over 250 societies 
and sports clubs run by students, offering a great  
way to meet friends, learn new skills and discover 
London. The Union is behind many of the events that 
help you get settled when you arrive. Be it games 
nights, a boat trip on the Thames or a pop-up cinema,  
the Union helps you make friends and memories 
you’ll never forget. The Union also provides one of  
the largest competitive sports programmes in the  
UK, with sports from surfing to judo, there are 
endless opportunities to join Team UCL. Bartlett 
students are actively involved in running academic 
societies, including:

– Construction and Property Society
– Bartlett Urban Planning Society
– Bartlett Architecture Student Society

Activities include; networking events with external 
companies, talks from industry leaders, site visits, 
student quizzes and other social events.

Student representatives
If you are interested in shaping the way the university 
works, you could also become an elected student 
representative. Programme and Research Student 
Reps work with staff in your department to make 
sure you have a decision about your education, and 
Faculty Reps are the voice of students in your faculty.

Studying is an important part of your 
time at  UCL, but there's lots of living 
to do as well. There are a whole range 
of resources, services and facilities to 
help you make the most of life with us 
and in London.
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UCL Student Centre, Bloomsbury
Photography: Tim Crocker

 

School of Architecture Bartlett Summer Show party
Photography: Richard Stonehouse
 

UCL Campus, Bloomsbury
Photography: Elaine Perks

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/students/


CAREERS 
AND  
ALUMNI

Our alumni have gone on to be founders,
directors and partners of some of the world’s
leading built environment businesses. They are
also writers, film-makers, musicians, policymakers, 
journalists and politicians, because
time spent at The Bartlett can lead in many
directions. The interdisciplinary nature of study
in the faculty means that our students discover
new academic passions, and may even end up
in professions they never knew existed.

Career support from your alumni network
UCL’s Alumni Online Community allows
students from all levels of study to connect
with volunteer mentors from 190 countries.
There is a dedicated Built Environment Network
and international groups, so you can build
new connections with alumni worldwide.
Whether you are seeking professional advice to
perfect your CV or want to explore a particular
company, a global network of experienced
UCL alumni are ready to support you.
UCL students and graduates can also attend UCL 
Careers events – a great opportunity to gain skills
and industry advice from alumni experts, with
panel talks and workshops. One to one advice is 
also available. 

In addition our alumni have access to:
–  A free benefits card, giving access to 

e-journals, an email for life, discounts and 
use of the UCL library.

–  An excellent jobs board, event information 
and entry to industry and international 
networks, making it easy to maintain 
friendships, organise reunions and stay 
in touch.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT CLUBS
Over  250,000 UCL alumni live in more 
than 190 countries worldwide.

We are fostering a programme of sustainable
change in the built environment across the world
through our UCL Built Environment Clubs (BECs).
BECs bring together an international network of
alumni from The Bartlett and the UCL Department
of Civil, Environmental & Geomatic Engineering to
create a world-class resource of expertise. 
BECs are currently active in China, South Korea, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Ecuador and Tokyo.
Being part of the BECs means taking a place within 
a mutually beneficial network. With the support of 
local UCL alumni and associated built environment 
professionals, UCL can deliver training, lectures and 
workshops for a wide range of expertise – ranging 
from high-ranking city officials, through to students 
of local universities.

BECs members have access to:
–  A local network of influential built  

environment professionals
–   Academic experts in a world-class 

education institution
–  Lifelong learning opportunities for 

personal and organisational professional 
development

–  Multidisciplinary critical design 
review panels

–  Hosting short-term internships and 
graduate employment opportunities

The key to BECs success is active leadership and
support on the ground. As the BECs continue
to grow in Asia and elsewhere, our vision for this
global network is that its alumni and local built
environment professionals will positively influence
the development of urbanisation, regeneration 
programmes and government policy.

Where do our  
graduates go?

UNDERGRADUATE

Graduate-level work  (73.8%)
Higher study  (11.3%)
Due to start work  (1.3%)
Unemployed  (3.8%)
Other* (8.8%)

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT

Graduate-level work  (86.6%)
Higher study  (4.4%)
Other study  (0.9%)
Other work  (3.7%)
Due to start work  (0.2%)
Unemployed  (1.9%)
Other*  (2.3%)

Studying at The Bartlett will give 
you a distinctive, radical way of 
thinking about the world and its 
resources. Employers in London 
and across the world say they can 
recognise the ‘Bartlett’ way of 
thinking in our graduates.

FIND OUT MORE
uclalumnicommunity.org
ucl.ac.uk/careers/

Source: Graduate Outcomes Survey 2017/18 based on  
the activities of The Bartlett’s graduates fifteen months  
after graduating.

*  ‘Other’ represents a grouping of activities in which 
personal circumstances or choice has influenced the 
graduate’s immediate options e.g. taking a gap year.

https://uclalumnicommunity.org/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/careers/
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WE ARE 
THE 

BARTLETT 

With architecture and planning alongside disciplines 
such as energy, sustainability, public purpose and 
prosperity, our twelve Schools, Institutes and Centres 
are able to share perspectives in a way unlike any other 
faculty at any other university. And being in London, an 
inspirational  global city steeped in history and  resources, 
we’re proud to partner with leading institutions from 
industry, government and beyond. 

30  The Bartlett Centre for Advanced  
Spatial Analysis

32 The Bartlett Real Estate Institute

34 The Bartlett Development Planning Unit

36 The Bartlett School of Architecture

38  The Bartlett School of Construction  
and Project Management

40 UCL Energy Institute

42  UCL Institute for Environmental Design 
and Engineering

44 UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage

46  UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources

48 The Bartlett School of Planning

50 UCL Institute for Global Prosperity

52  UCL Institute for Innovation  
and Public Purpose

12 Schools, Institutes and Centres



The Centre for Advanced Spatial 
Analysis (CASA) is an interdisciplinary 
institute established in 1995 to lead 
the development of a science of 
cities, drawing upon methods and 
ideas in modelling, sensing the urban 
environment, visualisation and 
computation. 

Our research enables us to examine 
and offer solutions to issues regarding 
resource efficiency, effective planning and 
governance shared by all cities. This plays 
a central role in the science of smart cities, 
applying it to city planning, policy and 
architecture in the pursuit of making our 
cities better places to live in. Building the 
science of cities from an interdisciplinary 
approach relies on cutting-edge methods 
and ideas in modelling, complexity, 
visualisation and computation. 

We are in contact with government and 
industry worldwide, from helping the 
London Transport Museum visualise 
real-time passenger data, to knowledge 
sharing and training at the Home Office. 
Our senior academics sit on advisory 
boards and contribute to policy-making 
for organisations such as the Mayor  
of London’s Smart London Board,  
the Economic and Social Research 
Council and the Home Office Science 
Advisory Council. 

Highlights 
–  We examine and offer solutions to the problems 

of resource efficiency, effective planning and 
governance shared by all cities. 

–  Our vision is to advance the science of 
cities through research, graduate study and 
consultancy. 

–  Our programmes draw on some of the world’s 
leading researchers in urban studies, transport 
and computer science.

Research 
Our research focuses on the application of 
computer models, data visualisation techniques, 
innovative sensing technologies, mobile application 
and urban theory linked to city systems. The use of 
spatial analysis, geographic information systems, 
computer aided design technologies and custom 
toolkits, assists in showing representations of  
space time data. 

Our multidisciplinary approach incorporates 
social physics, complex sciences, econometric 
and statistical models – used to assist in the 
development of better building models, and new 
applications and methods for collection, analysis 
and communication of data. Our research outputs 
operate on several scales: from hyper-local, to 
the scale of buildings, and up to the metro region, 
to actively extend ideas to global problems and 
challenges. 
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Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
– Connected Environments MSc
– Smart Cities and Urban Analytics MSc /PG Dip
–  Spatial Data Science and Visualisation  

MSc/MRes 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH  
– Advanced Spatial Analysis MPhil/PhD 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/casa

THE BARTLETT CENTRE FOR  
ADVANCED SPATIAL ANALYSIS

Focusing on the interdisciplinary science of  
cities to apply it to city planning, policy and  
architecture in the pursuit of making our cities  

better places to live.

Real time urban data visualisation
Credit: UCL Connected Environments

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/casa/


Highlights 
–  We offer MSc progammes, short courses 

and research opportunities for students and 
delegates to critically evaluate real estate within 
its wider societal, economic and environmental 
context. 

–  Each teaching module features real cases 
and seeks to present ‘live’ problems that will 
enable students to integrate multidisciplinary 
knowledge within a real-world context. 

–  Our programmes offer a fusion of academic 
knowledge and real-world experience, and each 
student’s learning journey will vary to reflect 
their own unique background and interests.

Our definition of real estate is ‘Immovable 
Assets’. This includes anything that 
is built on or attached to land, ranging 
from physical infrastructure to air and 
mineral rights, agriculture, buildings and 
cities. Our aim is to understand all types 
of value, positive and negative, tangible 
and intangible that attaches to land. 
Real estate reflects our creativity and 
imagination and has an impact on our 
societies, our economies and  
the environment. 

Many varied forms of built asset are 
defined as real estate, which currently 
accounts for around 60% of the world’s 
tangible wealth. But to recognise real 
estate solely in terms of its financial value  
– as a commodity in a tradeable market  
– is only part of the story. 

The Bartlett Real Estate Institute (BREI) 
has been set up to be the focal point for  
all professionals interested in pursuing 
these challenges. BREI will enable 
participants to approach the built 
environment holistically rather than from  
a single, specialist viewpoint, and to tackle  
head-on the challenges our changing  
world presents.

THE BARTLETT  
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE

 
A new global institute rethinking the traditional  

view of real estate
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Research 
Our interdisciplinary research is driven by our belief 
that we need to broaden our understanding of why 
our built environment behaves and develops in the 
way it does. Through our research and consultancy 
projects, we will connect academia, industry and 
government. We want to have different types of 
conversations and look at things from different 
areas of expertise. 

Our programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Healthcare Facilities MSc 
– Learning Environments MSc 

We also have a variety of executive education  
and short courses in development. 

Find out more 
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/real-estate

Bartlett Real Estate Institute
Photography: Jack Hobhouse

UCL Here East exterior
Photography: Tim Crocker

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/real-estate/


Highlights 
–  Our mission is to build the capacity of 

professionals and institutions to design  
and implement innovative, sustainable  
and inclusive strategies. 

–  In addition to our Master’s and research 
programmes, we also provide specialist short 
courses in a range of fields, including gender 
policy and planning, environment, and social 
development. 

–  Our specially tailored training programmes 
and short courses are designed and run for 
specific governmental institutions, NGOs and 
international organisations. 

The purpose of the Development 
Planning Unit is to strengthen the 
capacity of governments and NGOs 
to work towards socially just and 
sustainable development in the Global 
South. Our vision is for all people to 
be equally able to choose, plan and 
manage their own lives and communities, 
and to influence development in ways 
that are economically, socially and 
environmentally sustainable. 

We encourage our students to challenge 
orthodox development agendas; explore 
gender-aware approaches; promote 
strategic partnerships to manage 
cities and development; and support 
individuals, organisations, NGOs and 
public sectors who share this vision.

We undertake outreach and consultancy 
with a range of partners who support 
our mission to build the capacity of 
professionals and institutions in the 
Global South. Collaborations are central 
to our core teaching, research and 
consultancy, and they’ve helped us build 
strong relationships and pioneer new 
approaches to development practice 
around the world. 

Research
We undertake an interdisciplinary approach 
towards collaborative research that has a far-
reaching impact on development policy, practice 
and thinking. We aim to deepen the understanding 
of development processes and practices and 
to interrogate the theoretical underpinnings of 
development thinking and collective action in the 
public sector, civil society and private sector. 
Our research is structured through four research 
clusters that reflect the development of different 
strands of our work. 

– Environmental justice, urbanisation and resilience 
– Urban transformations 
–  Diversity, social complexity and planned 

intervention 
–  State and market: governance and policy for 

development 

Our research informs our teaching, benefits the 
partners that we work with and aims to push forward 
knowledge and understanding within heritage  
and scientific communities, as well as among the 
wider public. 

THE BARTLETT   
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING UNIT

World-leading research and postgraduate teaching that  
helps to build the capacity of national governments,  

local authorities, NGOs, aid agencies and businesses working 
towards socially-just and sustainable development  

in the Global South. 
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Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
– Building and Urban Design in Development MSc 
– Development Administration and Planning MSc
– Environment and Sustainable Development MSc 
– Health in Urban Development MSc 
– Social Development Practice MSc 
– Urban Development Planning MSc 
– Urban Economic Development MSc 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH  
–  Development Planning MPhil/PhD 

SHORT COURSES 
– DPU summerLab 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/development

Kampala, Uganda
Photography: Alexander 
MacFarlane

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/development/


One of the most influential and innovative 
architecture schools in the world, The 
Bartlett School of Architecture sets 
the agenda for what architecture is and 
what it could be. In 1841, UCL became 
the first British university to appoint a 
chair of architecture, Thomas Leverton 
Donaldson, a founding member of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). 
Since then, our alumni have made waves 
in architecture, design, manufacturing, 
education, policy-making and more. 

Our research addresses social, cultural 
and economic challenges; poses radical 
questions for history, technology and 
practice; and provokes sophisticated 
imaginative responses. Our work uses 
methods of critical thinking and creative 
exploration for its capacity to enhance 
human experience, understanding, 
and legacy, as well as improving global 
environmental conditions.

Research 
We’re the UK’s highest-rated department for 
architectural research (REF 2014). Our cross-
disciplinary approach combines methodologies 
from the arts and humanities, social sciences, 
engineering and practice. Our research areas 
include: understanding social, environmental, 
cultural, and economical interactions with buildings 
and sustainability of cities; material, ecological and 
technological innovation that integrates manual 
craft, computational design, digital fabrication and 
advanced robotic technologies; spatial possibilities 
of buildings; globalisation issues; innovative 
responses to ecological concerns; politics of 
building performance as an urban invention;  
and temporal and interactive notions of space  
for architecture.

THE BARTLETT SCHOOL  
OF ARCHITECTURE

Internationally renowned for innovative research  
and teaching that is academically rigorous, critically 

informed, design-led and interdisciplinary. 
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Our Programmes 

UNDERGRADUATE 
– Architecture BSc (ARB/RIBA Part 1) 
– Architecture MSci 
– Architectural & Interdisciplinary Studies BSc 
– Engineering & Architectural Design MEng

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Architecture MArch (ARB/RIBA Part 2) 
– Architectural Computation MSc/MRes 
– Architectural Design MArch 
– Architectural History MA 
– Architecture & Digital Theory MRes 
– Architecture & Historic Urban Environments MA 
– Bio-Integrated Design MArch/MSc 
– Design for Manufacture MArch 
– Design for Performance & Interaction MArch 
– Landscape Architecture MA/MLA 
– Situated Practice MA 
– Space Syntax: Architecture & Cities MSc/MRes 
– Urban Design MArch 
– Advanced Architectural Research PG Cert 
– Pre-Master’s Certificate in Architecture 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Architectural Design MPhil/PhD 
– Architecture & Digital Theory MPhil/PhD 
– Architectural Space & Computation MPhil/PhD 
–  Architectural & Urban History & Theory  

MPhil/PhD 

We also offer a range of professional  
and short courses. 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/architecture

Highlights 
–  Our staff are among the most sought-after in 

the field and are at the forefront of international 
research and teaching, responsible for pioneering 
research and award-winning buildings all over  
the globe. 

–  We have been ranked the top architecture school 
by the Architects’ Journal AJ100 for  
17 consecutive years and as the top place in 
the UK to study Architecture/ Built Environment 
subjects by the QS World University Rankings  
by Subject, 2020. 

–  Our students are recognised for their creativity 
and drive. In the past 20 years, they have received 
more RIBA medals than any other school. 
Many have gone on to occupy leading roles in 
established practices worldwide. 

Student work at The Bartlett B-Pro Autumn 2019 
Show. Credit: Richard Stonehouse.  

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/architecture/


Highlights
–  Our expertise in the managerial and 

economic dimensions of the construction 
process stretches back more than 40 years. 
Today, our academic staff lead the fields of 
project management, construction and built 
environment economics. 

–  Gain in-depth knowledge about construction’s 
role in the economy and society, and how the 
construction industry is adapting to climate 
change. 

–  At undergraduate level we develop practical 
skills for managing construction projects; 
our postgraduate programmes explore the 
processes, models and contexts of built 
environment management.

As projects grow in size and scope, the 
study of how to manage and finance them 
grows in relevance. The Bartlett School of 
Construction and Project Management 
(CPM) equips students with skills that 
are transferable and honed for modern, 
project-based organisations. 

The skills and knowledge we teach enable 
graduates to understand the changing 
landscape of the construction and project 
management sectors, and respond 
to evolving challenges in the field. Our 
graduates go on to become leaders, 
shaping the future of their industries. 

Research 
We carry out research focusing on the managing, 
organising, financing and sustainable development 
of projects within the built environment: 

–  Improving project leadership and effectiveness by 
addressing the strategic development of projects 
from conception and design through to delivery 
and evaluation. 

–  Investigating how the integration of culture, 
structures, systems and behaviour in project 
organisations can deliver economic and social 
benefits, by developing organisational pathways to 
support project delivery. 

–  Understanding how macro- and micro-economics 
influence the financing of projects, within the 
institutional, historical, market and behavioural 
contexts of finance. 

–  Increasing the effectiveness of organisations 
by analysing networks of people within 
project structures and designing relationship 
configurations based on business needs. 

–  Applying an interdisciplinary approach, our 
research into sustainability in the built environment 
applies a variety of disciplinary perspectives 
to environmental, social, and economic 
sustainability-related questions. 

–  Drawing on UCL’s expertise in engineering and 
computer science, our research into digital 
innovation incorporates social and behavioural 
science to improve process and cost efficiencies. 

THE BARTLETT SCHOOL OF
CONSTRUCTION AND PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT
An international centre of excellence  

in the teaching and research of project management  
and economics. 
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Our Programmes 

UNDERGRADUATE 
– Project Management for Construction BSc 
–  Project Management for Construction BSc 

(sandwich degree) 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Construction Economics and Management MSc 
– Digital Engineering Management MSc 
– Digital Innovation in Built Asset Management MSc 
– Infrastructure Investment and Finance MSc 
– Project and Enterprise Management MSc 
– Strategic Management of Projects MSc 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
–  Construction and Project Management  

MPhil/PhD 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/construction

Bartlett students on a site visit
Photography: The Bartlett School of Construction 
and Project Management 
 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/construction/


Research 
Energy transition is at a critical juncture, with 
national and global deep decarbonisation targets 
that cover electricity, transport, and heat. Our aim 
is to help to build a globally sustainable energy 
system, employing multi-disciplinary perspectives 
to observe, analyse, interpret and influence energy 
use and energy systems. 

To tackle the range of energy problems, researchers 
at the UCL Energy Institute work across four 
interacting themes: Energy and Environmental 
Systems, Buildings, Transport and Energy and 
Artificial Intelligence. 

We work with industries, governments and other 
academic bodies to ensure our work generates 
real-world impact. We form tailored research 
and consultancy partnerships with national and 
international organisations, such as the Department 
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy and  
EDF Energy. 

The UCL Energy Institute delivers world-
leading learning, research and policy 
support on the challenges of climate 
change and energy security, contributing 
to the development of a globally 
sustainable energy system. 

Most energy problems are 
multidisciplinary in nature, spanning 
science, engineering and the social 
sciences. Therefore, different 
approaches are needed to understand 
and tackle these issues. Our research 
works to develop a range of tools,  
models and methods to address  
global energy challenges. 

The recognised quality of our teaching 
and research in energy demand and 
energy systems modelling owes itself to 
this unusual cocktail of specialisations. 
We are a place where students from a 
wide spectrum of professional, academic 
and cultural backgrounds can develop 
new skills in a dynamic, multidisciplinary 
environment. Our Master’s and PhD 
programmes equip graduates with the 
tools needed for a career as a leader in 
energy-related industry academia, or 
policy-making.

UCL ENERGY INSTITUTE
Solving real-world cultural heritage problems  

through groundbreaking, cross-disciplinary research  
and teaching for future heritage leaders.
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Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
–  Economics and Policy of Energy and the 

Environment MSc 
– Energy Systems and Data Analytics MSc 
–  Smart Energy and the Built Environment MSc 

(new for 21/22) 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Energy MPhil/PhD 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/energy

Highlights
–  Our approach blends expertise from across  

UCL to make a truly interdisciplinary contribution 
to the development of a globally sustainable 
energy system. 

–  Sought-after destination for aspiring students  
of energy demand and energy economics  
and policy. 

Smart meter,  Photogrpahy: Martin Prescott, istockphoto  

The Ship, Photography: nightman1965 
istockphoto

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/energy/


UCL INSTITUTE FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN  

AND ENGINEERING
Pursuing a deeper understanding of the interactions 

between the built environment and health, human wellbeing, 
productivity, energy use and climate change. 
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The UCL Institute for Environmental 
Design and Engineering is dedicated to 
making buildings, towns and cities better 
places to live in, with a focus on health, 
human wellbeing, productivity, energy 
use and climate change. 

We encourage our students to excel at 
their own discipline, work with others in an 
interdisciplinary way, and discover new 
research themes and interest areas that 
they can thrive in. We respond to complex 
problems and opportunities in the world 
in ways that are creative, effective and 
responsible. 

Our academics explore, create and 
inspire, providing expertise in developing 
collaborative solutions and strategies. 
The vision is to see a world in which the 
built environment is fully sustainable. 

Research 
Our goal is to deliver interdisciplinary built 
environment research to improve health, wellbeing 
and sustainability. Our specialist expertise in 
energy, moisture and air quality, light and lighting, 
and acoustics and soundscapes is underpinned 
by systems thinking. We aim to understand how 
different elements interact to create buildings and 
spaces where people can live healthy, fulfilling lives, 
which respect and care for the natural environment 
and resources. 

Our Programmes 

UNDERGRADUATE 
– Engineering and Architectural Design MEng 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
– Environmental Design and Engineering MSc† 
– Health, Wellbeing and Sustainable Buildings MSc
– Light and Lighting MSc
– Smart Buildings and Digital Engineering MSc 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Environmental Design and Engineering  
MPhil/PhD 

All our Master’s and MEng programmes have been accredited 
as suitable further learning to meet the academic requirement 
for Chartered Engineers (CEng) by the Chartered Institution of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE). 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/environmental-design

Highlights
–  Our degrees explore emerging themes in 

built environment study and reflect the 
joined up, interdisciplinary ways of thinking, 
communicating and working that are 
increasingly in demand in industry. 

–  Centre of a rich 55-year history of Environmental 
Design and Engineering at The Bartlett. 

–  One of only four Centres of Excellence in 
Sustainable Buildings Design named by the  
UK Royal Academy of Engineering and home  
to a historic three Platform Grants awarded 
by EPSRC to ‘well established, world-leading 
research groups’. 

Photography: Ricardo Gomez Angel – unsplash
 

MEng students using the Bartlett Light Simulator
Photography: Edward Barrett

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/environmental-design/


Research 
In a fast-changing world, the preservation and 
protection of our cultural heritage matters more 
than ever before. 

Most of our research spans subjects in arts 
and humanities and hard sciences. This means 
expertise is drawn from across many disciplines, 
not just within the Institute, but also from the UCL 
Heritage Science and Engineering Network, a 
community of experts in departments across UCL 
with an interest in cultural heritage work. 

Our research informs our teaching, benefits the 
partners that we work with and aims to push 
forward knowledge and understanding within 
heritage and scientific communities, as well as 
among the wider public.

The UCL Institute for Sustainable 
Heritage (ISH) is a world-leading institute, 
recognised for its collaborative work with 
partners in industry, heritage and policy, 
as well as for informing policy at a UK and 
European level and working with heritage 
organisations to implement it. 

ISH’s research engages with complex, 
real-world heritage issues that demand 
world-class research expertise 
from numerous disciplines. This 
interdisciplinary approach allows our 
students to develop skills that extend  
to working on real-life heritage projects, 
and make informed decisions on policies 
and solutions.

UCL INSTITUTE FOR  
SUSTAINABLE HERITAGE 

Solving real-world cultural heritage problems  
through groundbreaking, cross-disciplinary research  

and teaching for future heritage leaders.
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Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Data Science for Cultural Heritage MSc 
– Sustainable Heritage MSc* 
– Heritage Evidence, Foresight & Policy MSc

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Sustainable Heritage MPhil/PhD 
*This programme is accredited by the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and the Institute of Historic 
Building Conservation.  

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/heritage

Highlights 
–  We train future managers, curators and 

conservators of sustainable heritage and 
researchers whose work leads to innovative, 
sustainable, conservation solutions. 

–  Our research frequently influences policy-
making and has been described by the 
Smithsonian Institution as ‘world-leading’. 

Master’s students at a museum on Malta study visit
Photography: Mark Kearney
 

PhD Student conducting experiment  
on the ‘Smell of Heritage’.
Photography: National trust/James Dobson 
 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/heritage/


UCL INSTITUTE FOR  
SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES

Generating knowledge in the globally sustainable  
use of natural resources and training the  

future leaders in this field. 
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Highlights
–  We offer a range of programmes for students 

looking to develop their expertise in the area of 
the sustainable use of natural resources. 

–  We have a multidisciplinary community of staff  
and students that fosters an innovative approach 
to sustainability issues. 

Research 
We undertake research to promote the globally 
sustainable use of natural resources. Our  
research has a large focus on resource efficiency, 
circular economies, eco-innovation, and low-carbon 
societies. Using a holistic approach, we aim to 
understand the interactions between resources 
and energy sectors, such as waste management, 
circular economies, and resources within  
energy models. 

We engage in research on financing low-carbon 
economies with a specific angle on behavioural 
economics to improve how climate policies are 
made over the years. With the current rate of global 
growth, we are undertaking research to assess 
the environmental sustainability of global food 
production and trade, with a focus on agriculture’s 
interaction with land, climate and water. 

The UCL Institute for Sustainable 
Resources is a cross-disciplinary institute 
that delivers worldleading research, 
teaching and enterprise in the sustainable 
use of global resources. Our work intends 
to address intellectually challenging 
problems with creativity and innovation, 
and shift society towards a globally 
sustainable use of natural resources. 

Our cross-disciplinary approach to 
teaching provides an overview of energy 
and resources, its impact on climate 
change, energy consumption and 
exhaustion, and policy-making. Our 
mission is to generate knowledge in 
the globally sustainable use of natural 
resources and train the future leaders in 
this field.

Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
– Economics and Policy of Energy and the 
Environment MSc 
– Sustainable Resources: Economics, Policy and 
Transitions MSc Postgraduate research 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Sustainable Resources MPhil/PhD 

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/sustainable

Economics and Policy of Energy and the Environment 
MSc lecture, Photography: Richard Stonehouse.
 

Wind turbines in Pyeongchang-gun, South Korea  
Photography TJ K. – unsplash

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/sustainable/


THE BARTLETT  
SCHOOL OF PLANNING 

One of the leading research-led planning schools in Europe, 
offering a creative and stimulating environment to study the 

form, planning, design and management of cities.
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The Bartlett School of Planning’s research 
contributes to the physical and social 
sciences, as we make links between 
theory, policy and practice in planning and 
development.  

Our hands-on learning approach allows 
students to participate in discussions, and 
professional and governmental debates, 
focused on the future of London and other 
urban and rural places. Students are 
encouraged to participate in problem-
solving activities and real-life scenarios, 
conduct collaborative research and think 
in creative, critical and analytical modes 
to build skills and knowledge for their 
professional lives beyond university.

We’ve built key partnerships with 
academics, government, businesses and 
community organisations in the UK and 
abroad, to put them at the forefront of new 
challenges concerning the future of cities, 
regions and planning processes. 

Research 
We collaborate globally with government and civil 
society organisations worldwide to understand 
the governance of planning and public policy in the 
mediation of space and to address planning politics in 
diverse, unequal societies and economies. 

We investigate how urban regeneration, local 
and regional economic development initiatives 
and real-estate market practices impact policies 
and processes. Our research explores the role of 
institutions, policy instruments, spatial planning, 
urban design and infrastructures in shaping and 
governing sustainable urban system transformations, 
with methods that are resource-efficient, low-
carbon, regenerative, socially-just, and economically 
sustainable. 

We also investigate how urban design is directly linked 
to the use of public space and social interactions, 
mediating social and economic value and governing 
processes of designing built environments, engaging 
within urban design learning and increasing 
community contribution in design. 

Our Programmes 

UNDERGRADUATE 
– Planning and Real Estate BSc 
– Urban Planning, Design and Management BSc 
– Urban Studies BSc 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT  
– City Planning MPlan 
– Housing and City Planning MSc 
–  Infrastructure Planning Appraisal and  

Delivery MSc 
– Inter-disciplinary Urban Design MRes 
– International Planning MSc/PG Dip 
–  International Real Estate and Planning  

MSc/PG Dip 
– Smart Cities and Urban Analytics MSc 
– Spatial Planning MSc/PG Dip 
– Spatial Planning Degree Apprenticeship MSc
– Sustainable Urbanism MSc/PG Dip 
– Transport and City Planning MSc 
– Urban Design and City Planning MSc/PG Dip 
– Urban Regeneration MSc/PG Dip

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH  
– Planning MPhil/PhD 

A number of our programmes are professionally accredited  
by the Royal Town Planning Institute and/or the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors.

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/planning

Highlights
–  Founded in 1914, The Bartlett School of Planning 

has an international reputation as a centre of 
academic excellence in research, teaching, policy 
and practice interaction.

 –  Our staff are internationally diverse, with 
expertise in planning, geography, design, 
sustainability, economics, sociology and politics, 
and a balance of experienced and younger 
academics. 

–  Many of the world’s most notable academics 
in planning have worked with us, including Sir 
Patrick Abercrombie, Ruth Glass, Lord William 
Holford, Nat Lichfield, Lord Richard Llewelyn-
Davies, Mike Batty and Sir Peter Hall.

Photography: Robert Bye: Unsplash 
 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/planning/


The UCL Institute for Global Prosperity 
(IGP) aims to help build a prosperous, 
sustainable, global future, underpinned 
by the principles of fairness and justice, 
and allied to a realistic, long-term vision of 
humanity's place in the world.

We strive to transform decision-making, 
the kinds of evidence and reasoning on 
which decisions are based, and the tools 
at our disposal. Our innovative trans-
disciplinary and mixed methods draw 
together cutting-edge academic thinking 
from a range of disciplines with citizen-
led research and social and technical 
innovation to improve our evidence, 
reasoning and decision-making about 
how to build a globally prosperous future. 

Our students will learn to challenge 
assumptions, re-write questions and 
create new definitions. Students will 
examine our basic institutions and 
consider new, radical approaches 
towards economic, social and cultural 
prosperity. 

Research 
The IGP undertakes pioneering research that seeks 
to dramatically improve the quality of life for this and 
future generations. Our research investigates the 
standards of living in relation to the fundamentals of 
social and economic life: governance, work, leisure, 
consumption, wealth, wellbeing, business and 
energy. Of particular importance to our approach 
is the way in which it integrates non-academic 
expertise into its knowledge generation by engaging 
with decision-makers, business, civil society, and 
local communities.

We have major research projects in London, 
Lebanon and Kenya. We engage students with 
projects including the RELIEF Centre's work on 
delivering inclusive and prosperous futures for 
communities impacted by mass displacement, 
Prosperity Co-Lab Kenya’s focus on natural and 
social prosperity in Africa and research into past, 
present and future determinants of prosperity 
in East London. We also conduct pioneering 
theoretical, methodological and policy focussed 
research on the Prosperity Index and prosperity 
measures, welfare and Universal Basic Services, 
and debt and Financing Prosperity. Our work is 
show-cased at https://seriouslydifferent.org/.
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UCL INSTITUTE  
FOR GLOBAL PROSPERITY 
Redesigning prosperity for the 21st century

Our Programmes 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Global Prosperity MSc 
–  Prosperity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

MSc

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH 
– Global Prosperity MPhil/PhD 

Find out more 
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/igp

Highlights 
–  Our mission is to rethink what prosperity  

means for people around the globe by 
developing alternative models and ways of 
thinking to challenge prevailing understandings 
of prosperity.

–  Working in multiple locations around the world, 
our Prosperity Indexes, Boards and Laboratories 
turn citizen led measures and research into 
policy applications.

–  Our Fast Forward 2030 network inspires the 
next generation of entrepreneurs to use the 
power of business as a force for good and 
our Transforming Tomorrow Initiative aims to 
create the institutions to make today’s emerging 
change efforts and ideas become tomorrow’s 
mainstream.

Students at the IGP’s Hackathon for the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals
Photography: Ellie Pinney 
 

https://seriouslydifferent.org/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/igp/


Highlights 
–  The UCL Institute for Innovation and Public 

Purpose (IIPP) has a mission to change how 
public value is imagined, practised and 
evaluated. It works with policy-makers to tackle 
societal challenges and achieve economic 
growth that is more innovation-led, sustainable 
and inclusive. 

–  Led by world-renowned economist Prof Mariana 
Mazucatto, IIPP has four core areas of activity: 
high-level policy work; undergraduate, MPA,  
and PhD teaching programmes; impactful 
research on economics, innovation, and public 
policy; and public engagement.

–  Our flagship MPA programme challenges 
students to re-think the role of the state.  
The course combines foundations in economics, 
politics, public administration and design with 
opportunities to build up real-world experience 
through placements and engagement  
with practitioners.

Research 
From climate change to COVID-19, tackling the 
grand challenges of the 21st century requires  
actors in the public, private and third sectors  
to work together in new, dynamic ways to  
drive innovation. 

Our interdisciplinary approach brings together 
economists, philosophers, political scientists, 
anthropologists, engineers and natural scientists  
in rethinking how concepts of public value  
and public purpose can be applied in the real  
economy, creating a framework for innovation-led 
public policy. 

IIPP focuses on the potential of mission-oriented, 
strategic public sector investment to catalyse 
economic activity, spark innovation, solve public 
problems, and lay the foundations for future 
economic growth. Institute researchers focus 
on topics including health innovation, digital 
transformation and the green economy. 
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UCL INSTITUTE  
FOR INNOVATION AND 
PUBLIC PURPOSE

Changing how public value is imagined, 
practised and evaluated to tackle  

societal challenges

Our programmes 

UNDERGRADUATE
– Rethinking Capitalism undergraduate module

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT 
– Innovation, Public Policy and Public Value MPA 

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH  
– Innovation and Public Policy MPhil/PhD

Find out more
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose

At IIPP, we teach that ‘innovation is 
political.’ This means that we recognise 
the role of the public sector in driving 
and directing innovation as well as 
understand the political consequences 
of innovation on everyday lives. 
We believe in working directly with 
policymakers, actively sharing our 
research, introducing new ways of 
thinking – and enabling us to learn 
from their experience. It is through this 
approach that we can co-create the 
future of policy with public purpose.   

Capitalism isn’t working banner at G20 protest 
outside the Bank of England, Photography: 
Jonny White / Alamy

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/
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JOIN US

Design better buildings? Plan better cities? Build 
sustainable communities? Help meet the challenge of 
climate change? Whatever your ambitions for the built 
environment, The Bartlett can help you realise them.

Studying here is about the big picture. It’s about excelling 
at an individual discipline in the context of many others, 
and discovering specialisms, themes and passions that 
can take you where you want to be, wherever you are in 
your education or career.

Our undergraduate programmes include architecture, 
project management, planning and urban studies. You can 
study for a postgraduate degree or doctorate at any of our 
schools. We also offer a varied programme of professional, 
executive education and CPD courses.

Applying to university can feel like a daunting process, so 
we’ve tried to summarise the key information you need to 
know. We’ve also provided details of where you can find 
more help and advice.

For detailed information on how to apply, please visit:
ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/programmes/applying

‘ Studying at UCL truly opened my mind for new 
approaches and strengthened my experience with 
academic theory. Today, when I am facing a new site, 
my approach is much more critical than it used to 
be. This helps me to come up with more responsible 
and creative solutions to the issues I am facing 
at work. Taking one year to deeply learn about my 
interests and the opportunity to learn from the 
world best lecturers were the best things in my 
degree. I felt like I had unlimited opportunities 
to learn and access the most innovative research  
in my field of interest.’ 

OMRI BEN CHETRIT
URBAN DESIGN AND CITY PLANNING MSC  (2019)

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/study/how-apply-bartlett
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FEES  
AND 
FUNDING

UCL offers a range of financial 
awards aimed at assisting both 
prospective and current students 
with their studies.

The Bartlett Master’s  
Scholarships scheme
The Bartlett, through this award, hopes to 
encourage students from under-represented groups 
to embark on a postgraduate qualification at UCL. 
We offer 10 scholarships for MSc, MPlan, MRes, 
MA and MArch students, each worth £10,000, to 
be used either as partial fee remittance for study or 
as a bursary to cover living costs. All postgraduate 
students, including continuing students, can be 
considered for this scholarship, regardless of study 
mode or fee status.

Bartlett Doctoral Funding
The Bartlett Student Conference Fund, The Bartlett 
External Training Fund and The Bartlett Extenuating 
Circumstances Fund are open to students enrolled 
on an MPhil/ PhD programme at The Bartlett. The 
Bartlett Doctoral Initiative Fund is open to academic 
staff and MPhil/PhD students within the faculty.

Programme-specific funding
Individual programmes and sections of The  
Bartlett sometimes offer advice and/or funding  
for particular programmes or subject areas.  
Please check programme pages on our website  
for specific details.

Travel Awards
There are usually a number of Bartlett travel awards 
and scholarships for which undergraduate Bartlett 
students can apply:

–  Herbert Henry Bartlett Travel Scholarship for 
study/travel to anywhere in the world

–  Owings Travel Scholarship for study/travel  
to the USA

–  Maggie Scruton Memorial Travel Scholarship  
for study/travel to France

Please note; these scholarships are available to 
students starting study at The Bartlett in 2020.  
For further updates on available funding, please visit  
www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/study/funding-and-
scholarships. 

THE  
BARTLETT 
Promise
Across higher education and in industry, the built 
environment is not diverse enough. Here at The 
Bartlett, we promise to do better. The Bartlett 
Promise is a long-term scholarship scheme aimed 
at undergraduate UK/EU students from under-
represented groups. For the duration of a recipient’s 
degree, the scholarships will cover:

– Tuition Fees
– Living costs allowance
– Studying costs allowance

We will consider your educational, 
personal and financial circumstances  
and how you meet the eligibility  
criteria. If you have any queries about  
The Bartlett Promise, please get in touch 
with us: bartlett.promise@ucl.ac.uk  

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/study/funding-and-scholarships
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/study/funding-and-scholarships
mailto:bartlett.promise%40ucl.ac.uk?subject=
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OUR  
COMMITTMENT  
TO CHANGE 

How do  
we build  
a better 
future?
In 2019, our centenary year, we identified twelve core 
themes that the built environment faces over the next  
100 years, and created our Commitment to Change. 

We’re already taking steps to achieve this. The Bartlett 
School of Architecture has declared a climate and 
ecological emergency, committing to making a vital 
contribution towards building an ethical, equitable, healthy, 
biodiverse, fair and globally prosperous future. The Bartlett 
Promise is another important step: a long-term project to 
attract students from a broader range of backgrounds to 
tackle the lack of diversity in our sector. 

We can’t do this alone. We want this to act as a call-
to-action for our students, academics, alumni and 
practitioners to share with us their ideas, projects and 
research, so that together, we can build a better future.

Climate Change:  We urgently need to figure out how we decarbonise as   
  a society, but we must accept that this alone will not be  
  enough to tackle climate change.

Resilience:  We will need to adapt our built environment  
  if we are to be resilient to threats such as sea-level rise.

Equality:  We want to see civic trust restored, the voiceless   
  protected and social and cultural divides bridged on   
  the path to achieving equality.

Recycling & Reuse:  We need to acknowledge that we waste too much and   
  that the construction industry must recycle and reuse   
  building stocks, and build new with sustainable materials.

Housing:   We need to understand why affordable housing isn’t   
  being built in cities at anywhere near the volume we  
  need it to be and how can we change it.

Public Good:  We want to see real-estate investment prioritise public   
  goods, such as public space.

Design Education:  We want to see more politics, ethics and social issues   
  being part of design education.

Inclusivity:  We should be designing for all, not for an  
  affluent minority.

Planning Policy:  We want to see better policy and regulation in planning  
  and real estate to drive up quality standards and beat   
  corruption and cronyism.

Nature:   We need to make nature part of the city.

Data & Technology:  We need to integrate data into the city openly and fairly.

Health & Wellbeing: And while it’s all very well having smarter, more efficient  
  data-driven cities, we need to design for health and   
  wellbeing too.
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A-Z Index of programmes

Undergraduate Programmes Department Location Page

Architectural & Interdisciplinary Studies BSc The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architecture BSc (ARB/RIBA Part 1) The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architecture MSci  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36
Engineering & Architectural Design MEng  The Bartlett School of Architecture and UCL   

Institute for Environmental Design and Engineering 
Bloomsbury  
and Here East

36,  
42

Planning and Real Estate BSc  The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Project Management for Construction BSc  The Bartlett School of Construction  
and Project Management 

Bloomsbury 38

Project Management for Construction  
BSc (sandwich degree) 

The Bartlett School of Construction  
and Project Management 

Bloomsbury 38

Urban Planning, Design and Management BSc  The Bartlett School of Planning  Bloomsbury 48

Urban Studies BSc The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Postgraduate Research Department Location Page

Advanced Spatial Analysis MPhil/PhD The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis Bloomsbury 30
Architectural & Urban History & Theory MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36
Architectural Design MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architectural Space & Computation MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36
Architecture & Digital Theory MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36
Construction and Project Management MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Construction  

and Project Management
Bloomsbury 38

Development Planning MPhil/PhD The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34
DPU summerLab The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34
Energy MPhil/PhD UCL Energy Institute Bloomsbury 40
Environmental Design and Engineering MPhil/PhD UCL Institute for Environmental Design and Engineering Bloomsbury 42
Global Prosperity MPhil/PhD UCL Institute for Global Prosperity Bloomsbury 50
Innovation and Public Policy MPhil/PhD UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose Bloomsbury 52
Planning MPhil/PhD The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48
Sustainable Heritage MPhil/PhD UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage Bloomsbury 44

Sustainable Resources MPhil/PhD UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources Bloomsbury 46

Postgraduate Programmes Department Location Page

Advanced Architectural Research PG Cert  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architectural Computation MSc/MRes  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architectural Design MArch  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architectural History MA   The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architecture & Digital Theory MRes The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architecture & Historic Urban Environments MA  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Architecture MArch (ARB/RIBA Part 2)  The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Bio-Integrated Design MArch/MSc   The Bartlett School of Architecture  Here East 36

Building and Urban Design in Development MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34

City Planning MPlan  The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Connected Environments MSc The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis Bloomsbury 30

Construction Economics and Management MSc The Bartlett School of Construction and  
Project Management

Bloomsbury 38

Data Science for Cultural Heritage MSc UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage Bloomsbury  
and Here East

44

Design for Manufacture MArch The Bartlett School of Architecture Here East 36

Design for Performance & Interaction MArch The Bartlett School of Architecture Here East 36

Development Administration and Planning MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34

Digital Engineering Management MSc The Bartlett School of Construction and  
Project Management

Here East 38

Digital Innovation in Built Asset Management MSc The Bartlett School of Construction and  
Project Management

Bloomsbury 38

Economics and Policy of Energy and the 
Environment MSc

UCL Energy Institute and UCL Institute  
for Sustainable Resources

Bloomsbury 40
46

Energy Systems and Data Analytics MSc UCL Energy Institute Bloomsbury 40

Environment and Sustainable Development MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34

Environmental Design and Engineering MSc UCL Institute for Environmental Design  
and Engineering

Bloomsbury  
and Here East

42

Global Prosperity MSc UCL Institute for Global Prosperity Bloomsbury 50

Health in Urban Development MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34

Health, Wellbeing and Sustainable Buildings MSc UCL Institute for Environmental Design and Engineering Bloomsbury 42

Healthcare Facilities MSc The Bartlett Real Estate Institute Here East 32

Heritage Evidence, Foresight & Policy MSc UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage Bloomsbury  
and Here East

44

Housing and City Planning MSc The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Infrastructure Investment and Finance MSc The Bartlett School of Construction and  
Project Management

Bloomsbury 38

Infrastructure Planning Appraisal and Delivery MSc The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Innovation, Public Policy and Public Value MPA UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose Bloomsbury 52

Inter-disciplinary Urban Design MRes The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

International Planning MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

International Real Estate and Planning MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Landscape Architecture MA/MLA The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Learning Environments MSc The Bartlett Real Estate Institute Here East 32

Light and Lighting MSc UCL Institute for Environmental Design  
and Engineering

Bloomsbury  
and Here East

42

Pre-Master’s Certificate in Architecture The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Project and Enterprise Management MSc The Bartlett School of Construction and  
Project Management

Bloomsbury 38

Prosperity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship MSc UCL Institute for Global Prosperity Bloomsbury 50

Situated Practice MA The Bartlett School of Architecture Here East 36

Smart Buildings and Digital Engineering MSc UCL Institute for Environmental Design and Engineering Bloomsbury 42

Smart Cities and Urban Analytics MSc /PG Dip The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis
The Bartlett School of Planning

Bloomsbury 30, 
48

Smart Energy and the Built Environment MSc UCL Energy Institute Bloomsbury  
and Here East

40

Social Development Practice MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34

Space Syntax: Architecture & Cities MSc/MRes The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Spatial Data Science and Visualisation MSc/MRes The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis Bloomsbury 30

Spatial Planning Degree Apprenticeship MSc The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Spatial Planning MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Strategic Management of Projects MSc The Bartlett School of Construction  
and Project Management 

Bloomsbury 38

Sustainable Heritage MSc UCL Institute for Sustainable Heritage Bloomsbury  
and Here East

44

Sustainable Resources: Economics,  
Policy and Transitions MSc 

UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources Bloomsbury 46

Sustainable Urbanism MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48
Transport and City Planning MSc The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48
Urban Design and City Planning MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Urban Design MArch The Bartlett School of Architecture Bloomsbury 36

Urban Development Planning MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34
Urban Economic Development MSc The Bartlett Development Planning Unit Bloomsbury 34
Urban Regeneration MSc/PG Dip The Bartlett School of Planning Bloomsbury 48

Postgraduate Programmes Department Location Page

A-Z Index of programmes
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IBC

Disclaimer:
UCL has sought to ensure that the information given 
in this prospectus is correct at the time of going to 
press but we cannot guarantee that it is accurate. 
The information contained within this prospectus 
is subject to change. We may, for example, need to 
withdraw or vary any degree programme and/or alter 
entry requirements, fees, facilities and/or services 
described. 

For the most up-to-date information, please see 
UCL’s online Prospectus at  www.ucl.ac.uk/
prospective-students/ 
 
The online prospectus takes priority over this printed 
prospectus. You should check the information in the 
online prospectus before accepting any offer of a 
place at UCL.

Dean of The Bartlett
Professor Christoph Lindner

Design and Art direction
Boyle & Perks

Project manager 
Anna Henley

Thanks to all students, staff and 
photographers and alumni who 
contributed to this publication.

Published by The Bartlett  
UCL Faculty of The Built Environment,  
2020 All rights reserved

ucl.ac.uk/bartlett

DON’T just  
watch this space.  

MAKE IT.

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/prospective-students/
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/prospective-students/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/
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ucl.ac.uk/bartlett 
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Facebook: BartlettUCL
Instagram: Bartlett_UCL
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